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Westinghouse Energy Systems b 355
PJ4burgn Pennsy!vania 15230 03b5Electric Corporation

NTD-NRC-94-4264
DCP/NRC0187
Docket No.: STN-52-003

August 12,1994
Document Control Desk
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

,

ATTENTION: R.W.BORCHARDT

SUBJECT: WESTINGHOUSE RESPONSES TO NRC REQUESTS FOR ADDITIONAL
INFORMATION ON THE AP600

Dear Mr. Borchardt:
|

Enclosed are three copies of the Westinghouse responses to NRC requests for additional information
on the AP600 from your letters of April 15,1994, May 5,1994, May 16,1994, and June 8,1994. In
addition, revisions of responses previously submitted are provided.

|

A lis;ing of the NRC requests for additional information responded to in this letter is contained in
Attact3 ment A.

These responses are also provided as electronic files in Wordperfect 5.1 format with Mr. Kenyon's
copy. j

|

If you have any questions on this material, please contact Mr. Brian A. McIntyre at 412-374-4334.
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NTD-NRC-94-4264
ATTACHMENT A

AP600 RAI RESPONSES
SUBMITTED AUGUST 12,1994

RAI No. Issue

260.012R01i Quality assurance on D-RAP systems

410.120 |- CCS criteria

440.056 : Instrumentation available during shutdown /midloop

440,162 : RVLIS

440.219 : RCS makeup in steamline break event tree

440.225 : Sequences of LOOP event tree with PRHRS success

440,228 : Effect of pzr safety valve flow on CMT operation

440.231 : Deboration during startup; LOOP during deboration

440,239 : Wide range level instrumentation
'

440.240 - Time available to restore offsite power

440.241 : RCS conditions 2 hours after loss ofRNS

460.00lR01: Liguid waste management

460,002R01: Steam generator blowdown rates

460,014R01: SG blowdown & CCW radiation monitors

620.036R01: Verification and validation

620.048R01: SPDS
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NRC REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Response Revision 1

Question 260.12

Table 16.2-1 of the SSAR describes those D-RAP non-safety-related systems that provide defense in-depth or that
are used in the PRA evaluation to provide credit for event mitigation. Table 3.2.3 shows, by AP6(M) class, those
systems for which Appendix B of 10 CFR Part 50 applic.s including most of the D-RAP systems. Describe the
quality assurance requirements for those D-RAP systems of the AP6(N) that air not covered by Table 3.2 3.

Response:

SS AR Revision 1. dated January 1994, includes revisiotwaMable-16.-244me4ku-tlWmplemematioeH+f-4he
segulatoryareatment-ofamnsafety4elatedytems-pmce.s a reference to WCAP-13856 (SSAR Reference 2, see
Subsection 16.2.6). The RTNSS process implementation is documented in WCAP 13S56. The nonsafety-related
systems identilied by the RTNSS process as important are included 4n-Table-E2-lidentified in WCAP-13856 and
are included in the D-RAP. These nonsafety-related systems are classified as AP6tM) Class D. This classification
corresponds to Quality Group D of Regulatory Guide 1.26. The quality standards identified by the regulatory guide
as applicable to Quality Group D SSC are applied to those AP6(W) SSCs classified as AP61M) Class D except AP6(X)
applies API 610 or flydraulic Institute Standards to pumps instead of "manuf acturers standards" as reconunended
by Regulatory Guide 1.26. In addition. AP6(K) applies NEMS MGl 1972 (National Electric Manufacturers
Association) to ac motors and generators, and ANSI /IEEE C37,1989 to circuit breakers. switchycar, relays,
substations, and fuses. These items are not addressed in Regulatory Guide 1.26.

Quality assurance requirements for the diverse actuation system are discussed in the response to RAI 260.14.

SSAR Revision: NONE

1

. 260.12(RI)-1
W WestinZhouse-
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NRC REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

l ..:
e

Question 410.120

in WCAP-13856, the APNN) RTNSS evaluation identified that the component cooling water system (CCS) provides
defense-in-depth functions during shutdown, reduced inventory operations, Demonstrate that the following criteria
are met by the system, or justify the deviation, if any,

a. Does the CCS have an electric supply from both normal station ac and on-site non-safety-related
ac power supplies that is separated, to the extent practicable?

b. Is the CCS designed and ammged for conditions or an environment anticipated during and after
events to ensure functional operability, maintenance accessibility, and plant recovery?

c. Is the CCS protected against intemal Hooding and other in-plant hazards, such as the effects of
pipe ruptures, jet impingement, fires, and missiles?

d. Can the CCS withstand the effects of natural phenomena that have a reasonable likelihood?
Important systems and components should be designed to remain functional alter a natural
phenomena. such as a seismic event, that is of reasonable likelihood or may persist longer than 72
hours.

e. Is there a quality assurance progr:un applied to the CCS that follows guidelines comparable to
those of Generic Letter 85-06 for ATWS, and Appendices A and R of Regulatory Guide 1.155,
" Station Blackout," for station blackout non-safety-related equipment?

f. Is the CCS included in the reliability assurance and maintenance programs for proper maintenance,
surveillance, and inservice inspection and testing to ensure the system's reliability is consistent with
the detennined goals for this system?

g. Does the CCS have availability control mechanisms, including allowable outage time and
surveillance requirements?

h. Does the CCS have proper administrative controls for shutdown configurations?

i. Does the CCS have sufficient redundancy to ensure defense-in-depth functions, assuming a single
active failure of equipment or unavailability due to maintenance.

410,120-1
W West.inohouse- u
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NRC REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

N
Response:

The component cooling water system (CCS) perfonns no safety-related function except for containment isolation and
need not meet the listed criteria which are applicable to safety-related systems. However, the following provides )
component cooling water design information in response to the listed requests.

Each of the two CCS pumps and associated active components are supplied from independent, pennanent,a.
-

nonsafety-related electrical buses. Each bus is capable of being supplied from one of two onsite standby diesel
generators. The onsite standby diesel generators and pennanent onsite 4160 volt buses are physically separated.
No separation is required or provided for the 480 volt load centers or the supply cables for the system electrical
loads.

b. The CCS containment penetrations and isolation valves have been designed and arntnged for conditions
anticipated during or after events to ensure functional operability, maintenance accessibility and plant recovery.
The design of the nonsafety-related portions of the CCS does not ensure functional operability, maintenance
access or support plant recovery following design basis events. Maintenance accessibility is provided consistent
with the pump nonsafety-related functions and plant availability goals.

Except for the safety-related containment isolation functions, protection from internal hazards is neither requiredc.
or provided for the CCS.

d. Except for its containment isolation function, the CCS is not protected from natural phenomenon and is not
required to remain functional after a natural phenomenon. There is no requirement for CCS functionality alter
72 hours following an event.

e. As a defense-in-depth system, the CCS is classified as an AP600 Class D system. As discussed in SSAR
Subsection 3.2.2.6, this classification invokes industrial quality assurance anJ industry design standards. The
portions of the CCS that perform the containment isolation function are classified as AP6(H) Class B. As
discussed in SSAR Subsection 3.2.2.4, this classification invokes 10 CFR 50, Appendix B.

f. The extent of CCS inclusion in reliability assurance and maintenance programs is discussed in SSAR Subsection
3.2.2.6 for Class D structures, systems and components. The Reliability Assurance Program is further described
in SSAR Section 16.2 and includes a discussion of the applicability to the nonsafety-related defense-in-depth
systems, which includes the CCS.

g. Except for the containment isolation valves, the CCS does not have technical specification availability control
mechanisms (i.e., limiting conditions for operation) nor allowable outage times or surveillance requirements.
This system is not safety-related and not required for plant shutdown, and therefore not required to have
technical specifications. The CCS function of supplying cooling flow to the normal residual heat removal
system during reduced reactor coolant system inventory, midloop operations, is identified as an RTNSS-
significant funelion in Referenee 410.120-1. This reference also provides short-term availability recommendations
for the equipment used to support this function.

410.120-2
W Westinghouse
-
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R
-

h. Reference 410.120-1 provides recommended availability controls for those portions of the CCS that perfonn
RTNSS-significant functions during reduced reactor emlant inventory operations.

i. Appropriate redundancy is provided such that the CCS can support nonnal operation and defense-in-depth
functions assuming a single active component failure.

Reference:

410.120-1 WCAP-13856, APNX)Impleinentation of the Regulatory Treatment of Nonsafety-Related Systems
Process. September 1993.

SSAR Revision: NONE
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NRC REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Question 440.56

a. Provide a description of plant instrumentation designed to operate properly during shutdown and mid-loop
operations. The instrument accuracy, availability, appropriateness of key parmneters (RCS level RCS tempera-
ture, and RHR system performance), and the intended monitoring ranges should be addressed for shutdown
operations.

b. Identify any deviations, and provide the technical bases and justification for these deviations, from the guidance
of NUREG-1449 (Page xiii, Sections 6.6.1.1 and 7.3.3 of the report) that requests each plant to provide an
independent and diverse means of accurately monitoring RCS water level, the capability to continuously monitor
decay heat removal system (DHR) when a DHR system is being used for cooling the RCS, and visible and
audible indications of abnormal conditions in temperature, level and DHR system performance (see also
Q440.53, Q440.55, Q440.58, Q440.71, and Q440.72).

c. Identify safety- and non-safety-related instruments used during shutdown operations. For the safety-related
instruments, confirm that the instruments will be within the scope of environment;d qualifications and quality
assurance criteria. For non-safety-related instruments, provide a description of the quality assurance program
that will be used to provide instruments with accurate information in the expected ranges of shutdown
measurement that will enhance operator confidence in the instruments, and the training program for operators
to understand and intemret data provided by the instruments.

Response:

a. The following table includes the RCS and related instrumentation that operate during shutdown. Instrument
channel accuracy will be dependent on final intrument selection.

Instrumentation Safety Number of Approximate Comments
Description Class Channels Range

RCS Hot Leg Wide Range C 1 per hot leg 0 - 7(Mr F Available during shutdown operations
Temperature including mid-hiop

RCS Cohl Leg Wide C 1 per cold leg 0 - 7(MrF Available during shutdown operations
Range Temperature except for mid-loop

Core Exit Thermocouples C 2 200 - 22(Ni F Available during shutdown operations
including mid-loop

RCS Wide Range Pressure C 4 0 to 33(K) psig Available during shutdown operations
including mid-hiop

. 440.56-1
W WestinEhouse-
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Instrumentation Safety Number of Approximate Conunents
Description Class Channels Range

RCS Ilot Leg Level C 1 per hot leg flottom of hot Available during shutdown operations
leg to top of hot including mid-loop
leg bend into
SG

Pressuri/er Wide Range E I Top of Available during shutdown operations
Level pressuri/er to including mid-loop

bottom of hot
leg

RCS Flow C 4 per cold leg 0 - 120'4 Available during RCP operation (RCS
temperature > IN) F)

Reactor Coolant Pump C 1 per pump 0 - 120'X Available during RCP oltration (RCS
Speed temperature > INrF)

Reactor Coolant Pump C 4 per pump 7trF - 45trF Available during RCP operation tRCS
Bearing Temperature temperature INrF)

Reactor Coolant Pump E 2 per pump Available during RCP oirration (RCS
Vibration temperature > 1Nr F)

Reactor Coolant Pump E 1 per pump Available during RCP operation (RCS
|Stator Temperature temperature > INrF)

RilR Pump Suction and D 4 0 - 900 psig Available during shutdown al'ter the RNS is
Dicharge Pressure aligned

RHR IIcat Exchanger inlet D 4 0 - 450 "E Available during shutdown alter the RNS is
and Outlet Temperature aligned

RHR Pump Discharge D 2 0 - 3001) gpm Available during shutdown alter the RNS is
Flow aligned

b. The APN)0 conforms to the guidance of NUREG-1449 as follows:
,,

NUREG Guidance:
il
1

' . provide an intepemient and diver w means of accurately mimitoring RCS water level .

l.
1

W WestinEhouse--
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r m.
i f:

APNM) Contonnance:

Independent hot leg level channels are available to measure the level in each hot leg. In addition, independent
and thverse instrumentation are available to provide an indication of core cooling during mid-loop operations.
As shown in the above table the APNN) provides diverse indication of core cooling via the core exit
thennocouples, the hot leg wide range temperature, hot leg level, and RNS flow and temperature.

The APNM) provides diverse means of core cooling during mid-loop. The nonnal RHR system provides decay
heat removal during shutdown including mid-loop operation.11 the nonnal RilR system fails the passive core
cooling system provides safety-related core cooling. The passive core cooling system is operable during mid-
loop operations. Since the APNN) provides diverse means of core cooling, and provides diverse indication of
core cooling during shutdown (including mid-loop), diverse hot leg level indication is not required for the
APN N).

As discussed in SSAR section 5.4.7.2.1, the APNX) nonnal RHR system has numerous design features that
significantly improve mid-loop operations. The probability of losing the nonnal RHR system due to errors
ocurring during mid-hiop operations is reduced for the APNH).

NUREG Guidance:

" provide...the capability to continuously monitor decay heat removal system tDHRI when a DHR system is being
usedfi>r cooling the RCS"

APN N) Conformance:

As shown in the table above, instnnnentation is provided to continuously monitor the normal RHR system as
well as the RCS to monitor decay heat removal.

NUREG Guidance:

" provide... visible and audible indications of abnormal conditions in temperature. level, and DHR system
performance. '

APNX) Confonnance:

RCS temperature and level, and nonnal RHR temperatures and flow indication and alanns are provided in the
main control room.

c. Please see the response to (a.) regarding the safety classification of the instrumentation available during
shutdown. The environmental qualification of the safety-related in3tnunentation accounts for the most severe

. 440.56-3
%, Westin8 house
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ijf 1

environmental conditions applicable as provided in SS AR Appendix 3D. The nonsafety-related equipment class
D instnnnentation is designed in accordance with the requirements of ASME NQA-t-1989 Edition through
NQA-lb-1991 Addenda.

SSAR Revision: NONE

440.56-4
W Westinghouse
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I

Question 440.162 |

The staff reviewed EPRI's ALWR Utility Requirements Document for passive plants and concluded that ALWR
designs should have a reactor vessel level indication system (RVLIS) to provide an un:unhiguous indication of j
inadequate core cooling, as required in TMl Action item II.F.2, and that each ALWR PWR designer should identify
system design and perfonnance criteria. including the system's potential accident management role and the resulting
severe environment it may be subjected to. The APNM) design does not have a RVLIS. Address conformance of
the APNX) design to this position.

Response: |
|

The APNH) provides the RVLIS function with reactor vessel water level indication for a range spanning from the
bottom of the hot leg to approximately the elevation of the reactor vessel mating surface. This reactor vessel water
level indication complies with the requirements of TMI Action Item II.F.2 as a result of the APNN) design features,
actuation logic, and operator responses as described below,

llACKGROUNI)

TMI Action Item ILF.2 describes the requirements for plants to incorporate new instrumentation to monitor
inadequate core cooling. The requirements of TMI Action llem II.F.2 are provided in Table 440.162-1. These
requirements resulted in current Westinghouse PWRs incorporating a reactor vessel level indication system (RVLIS)
that provides indication of reactor coolant system void fraction when the reactor coolant pumps are operating, and
reactor vessel water level when the reactor coolant pumps are tripped. This instrumentation was designed specifically
for PWRs that rely on operator action to trip the reactor cookmt pumps following a LOCA.

Prior to TMI, the accepted philosophy for PWRs was that during a LOCA operation of the reactor coolant pumps,
if available, was always desirable in that they provided improved core cooling. However, during the TMI scenario,
the reactor coolant pumps continued to operate during a loss of coolant accident caused by a stuck open pressuri/er
PORY. Although pressmi/er level remained high (which was interpreted as an indication of adequate coolant
inventory), the continuous loss of reactor coolant and subsequent inadequate core cooling caused the reactor coolant
to become highly voided. As long as the reactor coolant pumps continued to operate, core cooling was maintained.

However, eventually the reactor coolant pumps were tripped and due to the high void content in the coolant, the
water level dropped to helow the top of the core causing core damage. Therefore, the RVLIS systems were designed
to provide the operators with an unambiguous indication of void content in the reactor coolant when the reactor
coolant pumps are operating. Void content indication is used to manually trip the reactor coolant pumps following
a LOCA, to avoid the po,sibility of core uncovery later during the event, if the RCPs were tripped when the coolant
was highly voided.

In current Westinghouse PWR's, RVLIS is also used to provide the measurement of reactor vessel level during a
LOCA event alter the RCPs are tripped. For these plants, water level in the vessel is an indication of inadequate
core cooling and coolant inventory. This measurement is used to prioriti/c operator recovery actions, and is used
to instmet the operator to:

. 440.162-1
W Westinohouse=
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- establish / re-establish safety injection llow.
- manually depressuri/c the RCS.

AP600 REACTOR VESSEL. LEVEL INDICATION

The AP600 design complies with the requirements of TMl Action item II.F.2. The requirements for reactor vessel
level indication are provided by redundant, safety-related reactor vessel level instnnnentation. As shown in SSAR
Figure 5.1-5, these instrument channels (LT-160 and LT-170) have one level tap that connects to the bottom of a
hot leg, and one level tap that connects to the top of the hot leg bend that connects to the steam generator. This
instrumentation is used to provide reactor vessel water level during an accident, and also is used to provide hot leg
level during shutdown operations including mid-hiop. This instrumentation provides indication of reactor vessel
water level for a range spanning from the boltom of the hot leg to approximately the elevation of the reactor vessel
mating surface. This instrumentation is tempenture compensated and provides accurate level measurement during
all modes of operation. This instrumentation complies with the requirements of TMI Action item II.F.2 as a result
of the AP600 design features, actuation logic, and operator responses described below.

AP600 Design Features:

Automatic Detircuuritation

The AP600 passive safety related systems operale in conjunction with automatie depressurization system ( ADS)
valves that automatically reduce the pressure in the RCS in response to a loss of coolant accident. Following a small
break LOCA, the AP600 core makeup tanks (CMTs) inject water into the RCS. After the CMTs have injected
approximately one-third of their inventory the ADS valves receive a signal to open. The ADS valves are comprised
of four stages of valves, three stages connected to the pressuri/er and the founh stage connected to the hot legs.
The Orst stage opens on the low CMT level signal, and the second and third stages open sequentially on a time
delay. The fourth stage ADS valves open when the CMTs are appmaching empty. See SS AR Subsection 5.4.6 for .
a description of the ADS valves.

Opening of the ADS valves will cause a significant disturbance of the water level in the RCS. Initially water and
steam will be discharged via the first three stages of ADS valves connected to the pressurizer, Water level in the
RCS will vary greatly during the transient, and water level will not be a reliable indication of inadequate core cooling
during ADS. Eventually the CMTs will reach a low level and the fourth stage ADS valves connected to the hot
legs will open. This will reduce the pressure in the RCS suluciently to enable gravity injection from the IRWST.
Once the fourth stage ADS valves :ue opened and IRWST injection is established, the water level in the RCS will
remain at a relatively constant level, and its measurement will provide a reliable indication.

Passive RHR Heat Exchancers

The AP600 passive RHR heat exchangers provide safety-related core cooling during accident events incit ding loss
of heat sink accidents such as loss of normal feedwater and feedline break accidents. As described in the response
to RAI 440.126, the passive RHR heat exchangers provide sufficient core cooling during these events, even if RCS
subcooling is not maintained. Unlike current plants that rely on the steam generators (in conjunction with safety-

440.162-2
W Westinuhouse- u
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related auxiliary feedwater pumps) that require RCS subcooling he maintained in the hot legs to ensure core cooling
during these events, the APNxt relies on the passive RHR heat exchanger that provides suf ficient core cooling
without requiring RCS subcooling. This climinates the need to use vessel hem! steam space indication as a means
of detecting a loss of RCS subcooling. Since passive core cooling does not require maintaining subcooling. reactor
vessel level indication above the mating surface is not an indication of inadequate core cooling.

APMH) Protection and Safety Monitoring System Actuation Logie:

Automatic Reactor Coolant Pump Trip

The APNN)ihics not require the operators to manually trip the RCPs following a LOCA because of the automatic
trip of the RCPs on a safeguards actuation signal (i.e. CMT actuationh This eliminates the need for a RVLIS to
provide a safety-related measurement of coolant void f raction to be used to manually trip the RCPs following a
safeguards actuation signal. RCS subcooling is continuously monitored and is detennined by the safety-related
measurements of RCS pressure (wide range or pressuri/er pressure) and RCS temperature (hot leg wide range,
narrow range. and core exit thennocouples). The APNW) instrumentation described provides an un:unbiguous
indication of inadequate core cooling and provides an advanced warning of an approach to inadequate core cooling.

APMHI Operator Responses: |
|
lIn current PWRs, RVLIS is used to provide the measurement of reactor vessel level during a LOCA event after the

RCPs are tripped. For these plants, water level in the vessel is an indication of inadequate core cooling and coolant
inventory. This measurement is used to prioriti/c operator recovery actions, and is used to instruct the operator to
perfonn the following actions: I

- Establish / re-establish safety injection flow,
- Manually depressuri/e the RCS.

The APNX) operator responses do not rely on n actor vessel lesel indication. Operator actions are not required to i

establish salety injection flow or to depressurire the RCS. Following a safeguards actuation, the operators will |
monitor plant parameters that provide indication of successf ul operation of the passive safety-related systems. These i

par:uneters are:

- PXS valve position indication (CMT. accumulator and IRWST discharge valves)
- CMT water level and temperature
- IRWST level
- RCS pressure, temperature

Reactor vessel water level
- RCS core exit thennocouples
- ADS valve position indication

Upon actuation of the CMTs, the water temperature in the CMT will increase. and water level will eventually begin
to decrease. Eventually CMT level will be reduced and the operators will be alerted when ADS actuation is to occur.

440.162-3
W West.inuhouse
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Valve position indication of the safety injection discharge isolation valves willindicate that these valves have opened.
The operator will monitor these parameters to detennine if the Ch1Ts have been initiated. If these parameters
indicate failure of the CMTs to actuate, the operator will manually actuate the CMTs. Failing this, the operators
would manually depressurite the RCS using the ADS valves.

If the CMTs actuate but ADS fails to actuate when required, the operator will manually actuate the ADS valves.
The operator will have unambiguous indication that ADS is to occur, and unambiguous indication of its failure to
occur. The use of RVLIS for the AP600 is not required to alert the operator to depressurire the RCS to mitigate
accidents.

Following a safeguards actuation signal, the operators are not required to perform manual operations on the passive
safety-related systems. Operators will monitor the key parameters described above. In addition. the operators will
control operation of the nonsafety-related CVS makeup pumps and RNS pumps to provide high pressure and low
pressure RCS makeup ba.;ed on the instrumentation listed above, and the additional instrumentation provided with
each system (RNS flow rate, CVS flow rate). The CVS makeup pumps will operate automatically based on
pressuriter water level. The RNS pumps will be manually started upon a safeguards signal. In the event of a small
LOCA where the RCS pressure is not reduced immediately to below the RNS pump shut-off pressure. the RNS
pumps will operate on miniflow. As the pressure in the RCS is reduced (due to operation of the ADS) to below the
RNS pump shut-of f pressure, the RNS pumps will provide makeup How via the direct vessel injection lines. For
these events, the operator will not rely on any RCS panuneter (such as reactor vessel level, pressurizer level, RCS
pressure) to start the RNS pumps and heat exchangers, but will use the safeguards actuation signal.

Following ADS. the water level in the vessel will be maintained within the nmge of the reactor vessel water level
instrumentation. A high level reading will be used to confirm adequate safety injection and core cooling. A low
water level (below the range of the reactor vessel water level instmmentation), when combined with core exit
thennocouple readings, will provide an indication of inadequate core cooling.

StiMMARY

The AP600 has been designed to provide the operators with an unambiguous indication of inadequate core cooling
before, during, or after a loss of coolant accident. Indication of inadequate core cooling is provided by the various
RCS instrumentation such as hot leg and core exit temperature. bdication of RCS inventory and reactor vessel level
are provided by the reactor vessel instrumentation. Indication of RCS subcooling is provided by the RCS wide range
pressure and core exit temperature. Indication of safety injection operation and ADS operation are provided by the
various panuneters discussed above. Therefore the AP600 design complies with the requirements of TMl Action
item II.F.2. Table 440.162-1 summarizes the compliance of the AP600 design with the ten requirements contained
in TMI Action item II.F.2

440.162-4
W Westinchouse- a
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Table 440.162-1 Summary of AP600 Compliance to TNil Action item II.F.2

TM1 Action Itern II.F.2 AP600 Compliance

(1) Design of new instrumentation should provide an indication of inadequate core cooling is provided by the
unambiguous indication ofinadequate core cooling. following parameters:
This may require new measurements or a synthesis - Core exit and hot leg temperature
of existing measurements nhich meet design criteria - Reactor vessel water level
(item 7) - RCS wide nmge pressure

- Pressurizer level
in addition, the following instrumentation provides
indication of operation of the safety-related and
nonsafety-related systems that perfonn core cooling:

- Safety-related valve position indication
- CMT water level and temperature
- IRWST water level
- PRHR tlow rate, temperature
- RNS flow mte temperature
- CVS flow rate

(2) This evaluation is to include reactor-water-level The AP600 provides reactor vessel water level indication
indication. from the bottom of the hot leg to approximately the

mating surface of the reactor vessel flange.

(3) Licensees and applicants are required to provide the The instrumentation that monitors the phmt parameters
necessary design analysis to support the proposed described above are designed and qualified in accordance
final instrumentation systemfor inadequate core with their safety classification as described in SSAR
cooling and to evaluate the merits of various section 7.5.
instruments to monitor water level and to monitor
other parameters indicative of core-cooling
conditions.

(4) 'the indication ofinadequate core cooling must he a) High void fraction pumped flow is not an issue
unambiguous in that it should have the following because the AP600 RCPs are tripped on a safeguards
pr operties actuation signal. RCS subcooling is detennined by

a) It must indicate the existence ofinadequate core the core exit thenmicouples in conjunction with RCS
cooling caused by various phenomena (i e. high-void pressure. Stagnant boil-off is monitored with the
fraction-pumpedflow as well as stagnant hvil-off): reactor vessel water level instrumentation,
and,

b) It must not erroneously endicate inadequate core b) Unreland phenomenon does not compromise the
cooling because of the presence of an unrelated indication of inadequate core cooling.
phenomenon.

#
T Westinghouse
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TMI Action Item II.F.2 APN N) Compli:mee

(5) 1he indication nuist give advanced warning of the An advanced warning of inadequate core cooling is
approach ofinadequate core cooling. provided by the instrumentation that monitors the

parameters described in (1).

(6) The indication must cour thefidt rangefrom Reactor vessel water level provides an advanced warning
normal operation to complete core uncovery. For of two-phase level drop to the top of the core. Core exit
e.tample, natcr-lcrclinstrumentation may he chosen thermocouples are provided and can be used to indicate
to provide adsam ed warning of tav-phase level core unco \ery.

drop to the top of the core and < ould he
supplemented by other indicators such as incore and
core-cw thermocouples provided that the indicated
temperatures can he correlated to provide indication
of the existence ofinadequate core cooling and to
infer the extent of core uncovery. Alternatively, full-
range levelinstrumentation to the bottom of the core
may be employed in conjunction with other diverse
indicawrs such as core-cxit temperatures to preclude
misinterprctation due to any inherent deficiemies or
inaccuracies in the measurement system selected.

t 7) Allinstrumenntion in thefinalinadequate core The instrumentation that monitors the parameters
cooling sysicm mu3r he evaluatedfi>r conformance to described in (1) are included in SSAR Table 7.5-1. The
Appendix A. " Design and Guahfication Criteriafi>r instrumentation provided is designed in accordance with
Accideru Alonitoring Instrumentation" as clarified or their safety-related lunctions as described in SSAR
modified by the provisions ofitems 8 and Y that Section 7.5.

fk>llo w. This is a new requirement.

|

|

|

|

|
.
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TMI Action Item II.F.2 AP600 Compliance

8) If a c omputer is prmided to process liquid-level The instrumentation provided is designed in accordance
signals for di3 play, scismic qualification is not with their safety-related functions as described in SSAR
requiredJiir the cornputer and associated hardware Section 7.5.
heyond the isolator or input buffer at a location
ac1 essiblefi>r rnaintenancefidioning an accident.
The single-fitilure criteria ofitern 2. Appendit A,
need not apply to the channel beyond the isulation
device if it is designcd to provide YY'n availability
with respect to Jimctional capabilityfior liquid-levcl
display. The display and associated hardware
beyond the isolation device need not be Class IE but
should be energi:edfrorn a high-reliability power
source which is battery backed. The quality
assurance provisions cited in Appendix A. item 5,
need not apply to this portion of the instrutnentation.
This is a new requircinent

Y) Incore thermocouf>les located at the core exit or at The incore instrutnentation is described in SSAR
disc rete aaiallevels of'the inadequate core cooling Subsection 4.4.6.1. Core exit thennocouples are safety-
monitoring . system and which are part of the related as described.
numitoring systern should be evaluatedfor
conformity with Attachment. " Design and

Qualification Criteriafior Pt\R Incore
Thermocouples," which is a new requirement

in) The types and locations of displays and alarms The instrumentation provided to monitor inadequate core
should be deterrnined by perfi>rming a human-factors cooling are displayed in the main control room. SSAR
analysis taking into consideration: Chapter 18 discusses the AP600 Iluman Factors
as the use of this information by an operator Engineering.

during both normal and abnormal plant
conditions,

b) integration into emergency procedures
c) integration itao operator training, and
d) other alarms during cmcrgency and needfi>r

prioriti:ation of alarms.

W WestinEhouse-
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SSAR Revision: SSAR subsection 1.9.3 will be nulified as follows:

(2)(niii) Inadequate Core Cooling Instrumentation
(NURE(i 0737 Item II.F.2)

" Provide instruments that provide in the ccmtrol room an wtambiguous indication ofinadequate core cooling, sudt.
as primary coolant saturation meters in PWRs, and a suitable combination of signalsfrom indicators of coolant level
in the reactor vessel and in-core thermocouples in PWRs and BWRs."

AP600 Response:

The APWI reactor system includes instrumentation for detecting voids in the reactor vessel head and other
reactor vessel inventory deficits that could lead to inadequate core cooling.

The available instrumentation includes core subcooling margin monitors, core exit thermocouples, pressurizer
level indicators, reactor coolant system reactor vessel level,4eactorm4 ant +y* tem 4mtleg4eveh and reactor coolant
pump st stus (motor current). Reactor vessel levelindication is provided from a range in the vessel from the bottom
of the hot leg to approximately the reactor vessel mating ihmge via level instrumentation connected to the hot legs.

The-A PW hlesig n4 toes-not-employ-a-reactor-pressu re-vessel 4evel4nst n mwnt ation +ystem.-Th+ plant-bas-a
m ember 41esig n - feat ureulmt-make-t he4ieeurrence44-sust ained-voiding-i n-t he-reactor-pressure-vessel 4 luring
a nt ic ipated- t ransient +-unlikely.

The AP600 features that provide margin to or indication of inadequate core cooling include the following:

A htryer pressuriier than most current PWRs, with a pressurizer that is hicated above the reactor pressure vessel*

head

No automatic power-operated relief valves.

An improved reactor vessel head venting capability.

A passive core cooling system.

A passive containment cooling system.

No dependence on ac power to maintain adequate core and containment cooling.

Reactor coolaat system hot leg level instrumentation.

Improved reactor system instrumentation.

440.162-8
W Westinghouse
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{

A core subcooling inonitor,*

See Sections 6.3 and 7.5 for a&litional infonnation.

SS AR Table 7.5-1 will be nulified as follows:

.

Table 7.5-1 (Sheet 3 of 12)

j Post-Accident Monitoring System
'

Hangel Typel Qualification Number of QllPS
Variable Status Category instruments Power Indication Hemarks

Enstronmental Sehenic H e<guired Supply (Note 2)
(Note 1)

Startup feed- 0-1000 I)2,17 liarsh Yes I/ pump IE Yes
water flow ypm

; Startup feed- Open/ 112 None None I/ valve Non lE No
i

watcr control that
' valve status

Containment -5 to in 111. C2, llarkh/%Id Yes 3 IE Yes las:ated outside
prenure psig !)2. F2 t%te 46 contanunent.

Containment 0 to Cl llarsh Yes 3 IE Yes
'

pressure (ex- 180 (Noic4)
2 - tended range) psig

Containment ltr-in7 111. C2, liarsh Yes 2 IE Yes thverse measure-
area ra.harkm R E2,F2 t /diviuon mene sampimg,
thigh range)

,

'

Reactor vessel - 0-100 % 112.'1 0 liarshba. Yes%ne 2/unill/ume 10 % YesN.
hot leg : water 11;

'
levell4 44#r-
wnwkwl

i

I

; l
4 1

i

J

:

i
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SSAR Table 7.5-5 will be mmlified as follows:
Table ~7.5-5

Summary of Type B Variables

Function Variable Type /
Monitored Category

Reactivity control Neutron llux Bl
Control rod position H3
Boric acid concentration B3

Reactor coolam system integrity RCS pressure BI

WRThot BI

WRTcold III

Reactor coolant inventory control Pressurizer level BI
Pressuri/cr reference leg temperature B1 ,

Reactor vessel-hHot leg water level B3
'

Reactor core cooling Core exit teinperature Di
RCS subcooling B1

WRThat H2

WRTcold H2
RCS pressure B2 i

Reactor vessel-hot leg water level B2 !

Ileat sink maintenance IRWST water lesel ill

PRilR now Hi
PRilR ontlet temperature Hi
PCS storage tank water level Bl
Passive containment cooling How Bt

Contaimnent environment Containment pressure B1

Containment area high range radiation til

Contauunent w: der level Hi
Ilydrogen concentration HI

440.162-10
W Westinghouse
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RE
Question 440.219

Bawd on the PRA in the event trees for steam line break or stuck open secondary relief valve, the PRilRS
alone is not sullicient, and RCS makeup is needed. Is there any analysis that demonstrates that the inventory is
or is not suf ficient to support PRilRS operation?

Response:

The event trees require core makeup tanks or chernical volume and control system operation to provide reactor
coolant system horation and not for reactor coolant system makeup. SS AR Subsection 15.1.5 provides the
analysis that indicates that the core makeup tank injection is suf ficient for boration during a steam line break
with conservative assumptions.

SSAR Revision: NONE

PRA Revision: NONE

|
|

i

|
.
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Question 440.225

In the LOOP event tree of the PRA, with PRHRS operation successf ul, the sequences are tenninated
successf ully. PRilk operation will cause a low pressurifer pressure signal that will actuate the CMT. Ilow does
the CMT operation affect PRHR? Will the ADS be actuated due to low CMT level? Is it [ussible to reach the
ADS actuation setpoint without losing RCS inventory? What does the olerator need to do regarding the
operation of the CMT and the ADS?

Response:

The core makeup tanks. in the short term (approximately one hour), act in conjunction with the passive residual
heat removal heat exchanger to remove the sensible heat and the decay heat from the reactor coolant system.
The core makeup tank injection stops once the core makeup tanks becomes heated.

During a loss of of fsite power event, automatic depressuri/ation system actuation does not result as a
consequence of passive residual heat removal system operation. During such events, the core makeup tanks
remain essentially full of water and therefore the low core makeup tank water level setpoint for actuating the
automatic depressurization system is not reached. Refer to the response to RAI 440.203 and to the steam line
break analysis provided in section 4.1 of Reference 440.225-1.

No operator action is required to actuate the core makeup tanks or to prevent automatic depressurization system
actuation during this event.

References:

440.225-1 Ap600 Design Change Description Report. February 15.1994

SSAR Revision: NONE

PRA Revision: NONE

. 440.225-1
W Westinghouse
_
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Question 440.228

There are many sequences in the event trees of the PRA that transfer to the medium-break LOCA event trees
with a stuck open pressurizer safety valve. How does the CMT work w<th stuck open pressurizer safety valves
(PSV)? Does the phenomenology of inadvertent opening of a PSV dif fer from a cold leg medium-break LOCA
analyzed in the PRA success criteria tuialyses?

Response:

A stuck open pressurizer safety valve results in a low pressurifer pressure. In the design as it existed at the time
of PRA Rev. O, this would cause the CMT/Pressurifer line to close. The pressurizer pressure balance line has
been deleted from the design , as documented in Reference 440.228-1. The core makeup tanks operate with the
cold leg balance line. If the cold leg is Giled, then the water recirculates. If voiding occurs in the cold leg, then
the core makeup tanks drain, with steam displacement. There is no interaction between the pressurizer and the
core makeup tanks.

The phenomenology of inadvertent pressurizer safety salve opening differs from that of the cold leg medium-
break LOCA, but is less limiting. For the inadvertent pressuriter safety valve opening, depressurization would
occur with less reactor coolant mass loss. As a result, there would be more peak clad temperature margin than
shown in the cohl leg medium-break LOCA analyzed in the PRA success criteria analysis.

Reference:

440.228-1 The AP600 Design Change Description Report dated June 30, lW4

SSAR Revision: NONE

PRA Revision: NONE

440.228-1
%- , Westinghnese
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Question 440.231

Describe how de-boration during plant startup is done in terms of the lineup of equipment in supplying
unborated water and discharging borated water. What is the Dow rate and boron concentration in the flow paths?
How is this process controlled! How long does it take? What is the effect of a LOOP on this mode of
operation? For the boron dilution scenario due to restart of RC pumps following a LOOP discussed in Section
F.4.73 of the pRA, determine the zunount of unborated water that can be injected, and the reactivity ef fect it has
on the reactor, taking into consideration the possibility of mixing of the unborated water with reactor coolant.

Response:

The chemical and volume control system (CVS) makeup pumps are operated to supply demineralized water to
the RCS so the boron concentration an be reduced to the level required for criticality during phtnt startup. The
makeup pump suction is aligned to the demineralized water system and the makcup pumps provide unborated
water (at approximately 100 ppm) to the RCS. The makeup pumps continue to provide demineralized water
until the RCS boron concentration is reduced to the calculated level. Efnuent being removed from the RCS is
routed from the CVS puatication loop to the WLS as the unborated makeup is provided by the makeup pumps.

Deboration during phtnt startup is performed as described in PRA Subsection F.4.73.. The operator switches
control of the makeup from the automatic makeup mode to the dilute mode and starts the CVS makeup pumps.
The operator selects a calculated amount of makeup and sets the makeup pump flowrate. The makeup pumps
run automatically to supply demineralized water to the RCS. Dilution from RCS refueling shutdown
concentration to the beginning of life, hot full power, no xenon operating concentration lasts about 2 to 4 hours.

The APNX) chemical and volume control system is designed to address a potential rapid boron dilution scenario
in the esent of a loss of power to the two CVS remotely-operated deminer:dized water system isolation valves'

and the CVS makeup pumps. This is discussed in the response to RAI 440.54. When power is interrupted, the
unborated water source is isolated and the CVS makeup pump suction is automatically aligned to the boric acid
tank. If the CVS makeup pumps are restarted following a power interruption, borated (greater than 4(XX) ppm)
water will be injected to the RCS.

Refer to the responses to RAls 440.120,440.122 and 440.54 for related discussions.

SSAR Revision: NONE

W Westinohouseo
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Question 440.239

During a drained maintenance, what kind of wide range level instrumentation is available? Does it need a
standpipe system that is used for current PWRs? Without it, how is the RCS level determined during drain
down?

Response:

The AP600 hot leg level and pressuri/er wide range level are available during drained maintenance. No
standpipe system is required. This is discussed in SS AR Subsection 5.4.7.2.1. See the response to RAI 440.240
for a related discussion.

SSAR Revision: NONE

WB5tiflgh00SB
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Question 440.240

in the shutdown pRA. the time available to restore of fsite power is taken to be 1.5 or 2 hours based on the time
to core uncovery. This implies that the RNS pumps can operate with saturated RCS coohmt. Is this correct!

Response:

The APNx) normal residual heat removal pumps are designed to minimize cavitation. The plant piping layout
configuration (such as piping elevations and routmg) and the available and required pump net positive suction
head characteristics allow the normal residual heat remond pumps to be started and operated at their f ull design
flow rates. w nh saturation conthlions in the reactor coolant system (a.ssociated with boiling in ihe reactor sessel).

1

SSAR Revision:

SS AR Subsection 5.4.7 will be revised as tollows:

5.4.7.2.1 Design Features Addressing Mid-loop Operations

The tollowing is a summary of the specific ApNH) design features that address Generie Letter (GL) xx-17
regarding mid-hiop operations.

Loop l'iping (1fhet - As described in Subsection 5.3.4.1. the reactor coolant system hot legs and cold legs are
ot t set. This results in the level to which the hot leg must be drained in order to tacihtate venting of the ste:un
generators for no//le d;un insertion is much higher than traditional designs. The reactor coolant system must be
drained to a level w hich is suf ficient to provide a vent path from the pressurizer to the steam generators. This is
nominally 80 percent level in the hot leg, which provides the vent path required. Furthermore this loop piping
oftsct allows a reattor coolant pump to be replaced without removing a full core.

Step-no::lc Connection - The nonnal residual heat removal system employs a step-no//le connection to the
reactor coolant system hot leg. The step-no//le connection has two ettects on mid-ksop operation. One etteet is
to substantially lower the RCS hot leg level at which a sortex occurs in the residual heat removal pump . suction
line due to the lower fluid velocity in the hot leg no//le. This increases the margin trom the nominal mid-loop
level to the lesel where air entrainment into the pump suction begins.

Another ellect of the step-no//le is that, it a vortex should occur, the maximum air entrainment into the
pump suction has been shown experimentally to be no greater than 5 percent. This level of air ingestion will
make air binding much less likely.

No R/lR Throttling 1)uring Mid-loop - The nonnal residual heat removal pumps are designed to minimize
cavitation. The plant piping layout configuration (such as piping elevations and routing) and the available and j

required pump net positise suction head characteristics allow the normal residual heat removal pumps to be I

started and operated at their tull design flow rates, with saturation conditions in the reactor coolant system

.

440.240-1
W Westinghouse
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(associated with boiling in the reactor vessel). The nonnal residual heat removal system is designed to operate
without the need for throttling the residual heat removal control valve when the level in the reactor cuttnt
system is reduced to a mid-loop level. The nonnal residual heat removal system is readily restored after a
temporary loss of decay heat removal during mid-loop operations..
m v u u n.._.ar g ryg.: g uM N Thum1MhmMewnov@wi&44iplMerhitMa
t he4wed 44-41m *4 tling4he-re4hal4eata e4m wat omto4-valve + hen 4he 4e vel 4>4 h+4 ea ;4or+*4 ant +y, tem 4s

redw+14o+mkl4mp4evelr-

Self renting Suction I.ine . The residual heat removal pump suetion line is sloped continuously upward from the
pump to the reactor coolant system hot leg with no local high points. This eliminates gutential problems with
re611ing the pump suction line following a residual heat removal pump trip caused by excessive air entrainment.
With the self venting suction line, the line will refill arxl the pumps cari he immediately restarted once an
adequate level in the hot leg is re-established.

Hot leg 1.erelInstrumentation - The APN0 reactor coolant system contains level in3trumentation in each hot
leg with a readout in the main control room. In addition, the wide-range pressurizer level instrumentation used
during cold plant operations is expanded to the tuttom of the hot legs. This provides a continuous level
indication in the main contrul room, from the normal level in the pressurizer to the range of the two narrow-
range hot leg L: vel instrument:ition. This reactor coolant system level instrumentation provides an accurate
readout of reactor cookint system level in the control room. Alarms are also provided to alert the operator when
the reactor coohtnt system hot leg level is approachinF a low level,-Thi+4n.,irumentati m-tvovide+*n-wwrate
rea4 mi-ofwewtore dant-elem4 eve 4-k&41w4 mi n44w an.--Alarm +orsde f m wkled welenalsperator + ben
the4eaet.mdant+yMem4evel4wptmwhing-a4*4eveh Furthennore, the isolation valves in the line used to
drain the reactor coolant system are interlocked to close on a low reactor coolant system level during shutdown
operations. Those operations required during mid loop are performed by the operator in the main control room.
The level monitoring and control features signiGeantly improve the reliability of the APN0 during mid-hiop
operations

Reactor Vessel Outlet Temperature . Reactor coolant system hot leg wide range temperature instruments are
provided in each hot leg. The orientation of the wide range thennowell-mounted resistance temperature detectors
enable measurement of the reactor coolant fluid in the hot leg drained maintenance operations. In addition, at
least two incore thennocouple channels are available to directly measure the core exit temperature during
midhup residual heat removal operation. These two thermocouple channels are associated with separate

electrical divisions.

4DS Valres - The automatic depressurization system first , second , and third-stage valves, connected to the top
of the pressuriier, are open whenever the core makeup tanks are bhicked during shutdown conditions while the
reactor vessel upper internals are in phtee. This provides a vent flow path to preclude pressurization of the
reactor coolant system during shutdown conditions when decay heat removal is lost. This also allows the in-
containment refueling water storage tank to automatically provide injection now if it is actuated on a sustained
loss of decay heat removal.

440.240-2
W WestinEhouse_
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Administrative controls require cont.unment integrity during midloop operadon. In addition, the capability to
restore containment integrity during shutdown conditions is provided. The containment equipment hatches are
equipped with guide rails that allow reinstallation of the hatches in about six hours, with a loss of nonsafety-
related ac power sources to re-establish containment integrity. The containment design also meludes penetra-
tions for temporary cables and hoses needed hir shutdown operations. These penetrations are isolated in an
emergency.

In addition to these design features, appropriate procedures are defined to guide and direct the operator in
the proper conduct of midloop operation and to aid in identifying and correcting abnormal conditions that might
occur during shutdown operations.

1
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Question 440.241

For hot and cold shutdown conditions, what is the condition of the reactor at 2 hours :dter a loss of the RNS?
What is the system pressure during this 2 hours? It appears that the only relief valve available is the one in the
RNS. A bubble will fonn in the vessel while coolant is spilled out of the RNS relici valve. Can the RNS
withstand the expected pressure? What is the flow path and flow rate to the RNS relief valve? Ilow does this
flow aficct the operation of PRilRS? When is the operator expected to actuate the PRiiRS? Will the PRilR
llXs be drained at some time? What about the SG tubes? In this scenario, will the bubble in the vessel prevent
CMT injection and Al)S actuation? If some of the systems have to be manually actuated. what is the
information that tells the operator to do so? Ilow much time does the operator have to perform the actions?

Response:

The loss of RNS from hot shutdown or cold shutdown conditions is addressed in Section 3.2 of Reference
440.241-1. As described in reference 440.241-1. the conditions in the RCS two hours after a loss of the RNS
are scenario dependent. For this event, the RCS pressure would increase to the set pressure of the RNS relief
valve. The resulting loss of inventory would result in automatic actuation of the CMTs and PR}{R heat
exchanger on low pressuruer level. If the RNS relief valve failed to open the pressurizer safety valves are
available to provide overpressure protection for the RCS.

As described in SSAR Subsection 5.4.7.2.2. the RNS is designed to an ultimate rupture strength of full RCS
pressure. Folknving this loss of RNS cooling, the PRilR heat exchangers, and the RNS relief valve would limit
the pressure in the RCS. In addition. operator action could be taken to isolate the RNS. which wouhl stop the
loss of reactor coolant out the RNS relief valve.

As described in SSAR Subsection 5.4.7. the RNS relief valve is attached to the RNS suetion line connected to an
RCS hot leg. As specified in SSAR Table 5.4-17, the RNS relici v:dve flow rate is 555 ppm at a set pressure of ;

563 psig. ;

The response to RAl 440.218 discusses the operation of the PRiiR heat exchanger during transients where the
RCS inventory is reduced. During this event, the PRilR is automatically actuated on low pressurizer level.

i

The PRHR 11X and the steam generator tubes will remain full due to the operation of the CMTs. A bubble m I

the reactor vessel head will not prevent operation of the PRilR or the CMTs. The passive safety-related systems
are automaucally actuated for this scenario.

i

References:

440.241-1 WCAP-13793. "AP600 System / Event Matrix," June 1994

1
1

SSAR Revisiori: NONE l
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Response Revision 1

Question 460.1

In accordance with Sections 11.2 " Liquid Waste Management Systems" (Section Ill.2.C) and 11.3 " Gaseous Waste
Management Systems" (Section Ill.2.b) of the SRP, the staff uses reactor coolant Ossion product source terms
corresponding to 1 percent failed fuel as the basis for determining the design adequacy of the liquid and gaseous -
radwaste systems for processing the liquid and gaseous radwastes at design basis 6ssion product levels. In view
of the above practice, either justify the 0.25 percent failed fuel design basis used in Section 11.1.1.1 and
Tables 11.1-1,11.1-2 and 11.3-4 of the SSAR or revise the subject SSAR section and tables to be consistent with
I percent failed fuel (Sections 11.1 and 11.3).

NRC Comment (from letter of May 12.1994) on the original response:

The staff believes that the shielding criterion is not a valid basis. Evahiation findings in SRP 11.3 does refer to I %
FF. The EPRI Requirements Document for Fassive Reactors also uses 1% FF for radwaste systems design and
demonstration of subject compliance. Tables 11.2-7 and 11,3-4 of the SSAR should be revised to demonstrate
subject enmpliance for effluent concentrations in unrestricted areas. Effluent concentrations can be based on annual
average.

Response:

The use of I percent failed fuel as the basis for the evaluation of design adequacy for the AP600 radwaste systems
is inappropriate since the AP600 design basis is 0.25 percent fuel defects. The 0.25 percent fuel defect level is the
basis for radiation shielding design (see SSAR Subsection 12.2.1.1) and is also the basis for the Technical
Specification limits for primary coolant activity (see Technical SpeciGeation basis discussion B 3.4.10). Selection
of 0.25 percent fuel defects is consistent with the guidance provided in Section 12.2 of the SRP; additionally,
operating plant experience indicates that extremely low fuel defect levels would be expected, far below the 0.25
percent value selected as the AP600 design basis.

De SRP guidance that is referred to in this question is that of the Review Procedures, where it is stated that review
of the waste treatment systems is to include determination of "the system capability to process wastes at design basis
fission product leakage levels, i.e., from 1 percent of the fuel-producing power in a PWR." The direction to use
I percent fuel defects for the design basis Gssion product leakage level is a pnnumption that the design basis is 1
percent fuel defects. While this may be true historically, it is not correct for tFe AP600. Operation of the AP600
with fuel defect levels in excess of 0.25 percent is outside the AP600 design basis.

The use of 0.25 percent fuel defects remains a valid design basis for the AP600 since operation of the plant is to
be restricted to fuel defect levels no greater than this. However Tables 11.2-8 aqd 11.3-4 will be revised to include
consideration of operation with a ft.el defect level of 1.0 percent, consistent with the historical guidance provided :

in Regulatory Guide 1.70, Revision 3 and Sections 11.2 and i1.3 of the Standard Review Plan. |

l

460.1(R1)-1
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Response Revision 1

Revision'of SSAR Tablss']1.2-8'and.11.3 4 to reflect densideration 'of 1.0 percent fuel defects will be provided in
Revision 2 of ths'SSARf The. tables will reflect both the design basis fuelfdefect limit of O_.25 percent andf the
beyonddesign-basis assumption of 1.0 percent fuel defects,

' '

SSAR Revision: Rsvision 6f Tablsil1~;2-8 and 11;34 will be included in Rhvisiori'2'of ths SSAR
~
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Ouestion 460.2

Correct or clarify the following information obtained from the identified tables in the SSAR relating to secondary ;

coolant concentration (Sections 11.I and i1.2):

Tables 11.1-4 and 11.1-7: Total steam generator (SG) blowdown flowrate - 4.2 x 104 lb/hr
Table 11.2-6: Total SG blowdown flowrate - 8.4 x 104 lb/hr

Response:

The4o44-*4wm: gener. ' ' '^ cdawn Oc -'. hc esn4n SS AM Tch!:: ' ' ' i nd ! ! ' ' ('.2 r !d.4h/hr)-M
: !: :! h *h: .:--dary rac!an* .- ntreti: fc = e :- : p!--* :: !ue: : ne !n. :: h!c. dc c::e>

(cer.pr :-! " c= : !M) : + 'a re : more -d:-e: 'ity :- 'h: =ca derj :~:!ne, re:r:! ting-m-e = r-':ve
e,hiehlintrAbAR A, nd : cide: neuree ':- " === :!Watended u= ..r .3.; p 7;_; _ gg3o c;c ;;n , ,,3

> , * ::: eff4:e ::!= = end de:=m:n ir the ::d >c~.te ny9 - nre adequa': ' ::intain ef0re-* :'e= "

uneonta4 led : :-^ cithin the ! ' :p=if:ed i 19 CF" <^, ^.ppendir ', th; ==immn re *: ucun =p=::y of th:
:;ys. : " 2c : cc AR Ta ': ' ' .2 6 (8.1 : !R' !b!hr) ! :=di

~

The range of blow;down flow for the AP600 is from'a minimum'of 8,4 x 102 lb/hr to a'mnimitm'of 8.4 k 101.lb/hrf
The use of the midpoint.value of 4.2 x.,10tIb/hr is appr_opriate.to.both analyses

The GALE code analysis will be rerun using a t'otal SG blowdown flowrate of 4.2 x 104 lb/hr.1The' results of this.

reanalysis will be provided in Revision 2 of the SSAR 1At that time Table.ll 24.will also be revised to reflect.

the change in a'sumed blowdown flowrate;s

SSAR Revision: Revision ~of Tablil1;2 6 Will be included in Revi' ion'2 of the:SSAR|s

460.2(R1)-1W Westinghouse
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Question 460.14
i

Clarify whether the steam generator blowdown system and component cooling water (CCW) radiation monitors |

provide any automatic control features. If not, indicate for what essential purpose these monitors are provided (e.g.,
manual actions to isolate the affected CCW loop or te rminate SG blowdown on detection of high radiation by the
subject monitor) (Section i1.5).

Response: (Revision 1)

Radiation monitors are provided on the compoaent cooling system (CCS) for detection of radiological leakages into
the CCS. His feature is described in SSAR Subsection 9.2.2.7. With this detection, the CCS may be manually
isolated and leaks repaired.

The steam generator blowdown system (BDS) contains a radiation monitor for detection of radioactivity. When pre-
e !:='~ a4he radioactivity is an detected in BDS, an operator remotely achtates"a :- ' ?=rcion valve to

directs BDS fluid to the liquid radwaste system (WLS) for processing asicontaminated water.?Tlie BDS radiation
monitor is lobated downstream of the BDS demineralizernThe diversion of BDS water to the Wi3 is an abnonnal .

~

event as the' result of exhaustion'of.the BDS ' ion exchange resin [inadvertant bypass of tiiefdemineralizersjor
significant primary;to $econdary leak.- Automatic isolation, if high levels of radiation are detected,- is provided. ].

through the system's blowdown control valve and an automatic isolation valve located upstream of the system's heat
,

exchangers. Refer to SSAR Subsection 10.4.8 on BDS. j

SSAR Revision: NONE

,

460,14(R1)-1
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Ouestion 6'20.36

Who perfonned, or is perfonning, the verification and vahdation activities (for Phases I and 2) discussed in
Section 18.8 of the SSAR? What are their roles (i.e, how did they perfonn these activities)? What is the pmcess
used to accomplish them (p. P18.8-21, Figure 18.8.2-5)?

Response: (Revision 1)

Evahntions 16 and 17 described in SSAR Section 18.8 provide a high level description of the human factors
verification and validation activities that will be perfonned for the AP600 M MIS. These two evaluations emrespond
to Element 10 - Iluman Factors Verification and Validation, of the draft 1-luman Factors Engineering Program Review
Model for Advanced Nuclear Power Plants, dated January 25,1994.

A detailed implementation plan for human factors verification and validation will be provided to support completion
of the AP600 man-machine interface system ITAAC, Refer to revision 2 of the response to RAI 620.5l.

The human factors verification and validation will be performed by a multi-disciplinary team that will include human
factors specialists, M-MIS designers, and staff from the systems engineering, procedures development. training, and
probabilistic risk assessment.

The-verificathwuowl +niklatimstetivitie+deserited4aal+SSAR-are4 wing-o4wwhio4ed4>y-aamdti-disciplinary-4eam
t hat - hvim les-1 )- owu snae h ie+ inter fac edesign+pecialists-fn un-4 h+-41an-Me+ chine- Desigtsgr+ wip-at-NATD-wa h
e x tensi ve-e x perience-in -desig ning-un n pu terized-systems-mul-display *-kir-Nuclear-P4*er- Plant-c4 min 4-n* nn
applieuthwn-aml-2)-specialist +in-4mnwusfactorscapplied wyeindogyraml+ognitive-engineering-4'ronsti+11oinani
Seiences ynmputalwAVestinyinmst44eience-and-Teelmokigy-Center--These4w+ group +*r+primarily4esponsibleJor
thealesign4md4mplementathwa44le-M-MIS-vesificatkusand-valklatio#Ff anr4n-performhtg4twiraverk-4 hey-have4

acwss-4.smd suppin4nmunultipl+ source +of-expertis+inc4uding-persomw4-willFexpertise4nsAPG4-system 4uwl
IM1-eng ineering ;-A PN U-pn.eedu re+-ikwe4opment;-AIV4 M raining-4 kwe4opmenteemi-A IV444mman-n4 hthilit y
anal ys i+end -pn4m bilist ierisk-asse ssment;

The-verilitut k w ound-validai k weplanslescribed-iiF4 f wSSAR-w a+primaril y-devek y ed4+y44 aff-4 n m stl+1 im nan
Science +yumpat the4 Vesting 4wmse&iemv-mul-Tec4mok+gy-Genter wla>46avtmtensiveexperienewin analysi+amir

ma leling-of -N uelea r - Power- Plant 4 N PP14 ig erator-Ivrh orn anct'in emergerwit%-huma n -re4iability-a nalysistem l4 he
ikweh y unent ef-1 raining-pn ny ramwaml41eeision-a kl+tw*up[ur1-operator-eognitiveierformaneev

Tht'pmeesv4 hat-4 hey-owd-4 ulevelop4he-verifieatiotwiml-+alklatkusplan4+*ummariet4*4ematically-hsSSAR
Figur+44X2-Sand 41eaconnsmying text inSSAR4ubsection4xA24-Brieflym+et of4najor4mman performanee
iv.ne+ thatmeeilan be+valuatedm+pirt 4 dal+A PG nyerifieat kwwwwl-validat hmava+idemified@hase4}.-Fi +each
issm'a-set 4 >f-veri f icat ioeFam i-val klat im F4ess-wa+t heesdefined aw est ahtisist hat-t he-A PMU4bM IS +uppons-t he
human ierformame requirement 4 Phase-2 bin developing 41+Verilimtion aml--Velklation plan-t he4 hmran4eienees
ymup drew 4awvily-mF4)4heRasunwsessm ed=444*perator41eei imwnaking4+ extended-by-WestinglamseF244 heir
own empirieal nwarth and modelinger NPRoivrak+perfonnanc+in emergemiesr4h+souree+ofrugnitivedemands

620.36(RI)-1
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anal j *>tendal fer4snanernvi-441+geneal44 umanFaetor*4itemturerine4uding4ecent 4esultsfnun+elatediminstries
on4h@falluissociated-witlHieW44utWnatiofMWKlilisplay-technologiesde$rMperheihW4eHIMHiireraff-Ilklustryh

Th+-verification +nd-valislation-1 antenerated4>y-4he-44uman-Seienees-groty>-was4he+vwi>ja4ed49-stweral-rewew4
" - and-revision +yele+4 hat 4ne4uded+ritieal4nput4pmHik4 Tan 4Iac4 tine-desigWgroup4he-AW4t" !&C & .:ga gamp-

an44he-AWMmanagemenHeame-The4 tudies-specified4n4h++erilleation-and-valida4iw&jdan-will4W4nydemented .
by+4mitti-diseiplinary-4eanHhaf-willinc4ude4aff494n4le--We4inghou= STC limaan-Seienees-grmyH&4M>-will
provide 4ecimieal s f ertise4adsignal 4malysk+>fah+evaluatiWHetsH4+ff4nmHlWT4%)41aehinetanip
winHvill4e-respose4bledor-the-design 4*f-tix414tlS-oomtmierire441isplay*ralarmuuwl-preewfures4o-Iv4+wd4n
the-V4V-4estsi-andwaff4 nun 4he-procedurtw41evekymientr4ri+inif+gemulpolmbilisde-risk,twi^wnwnt-groups;-who
willprovkl#4a4mieal ui+kince4n41esigning4estwenarios pnwwiurewn44raininganaterial*4alwused4nthe-V4Vt r

tests

SSAR Revision: NONE

:
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Question 620.48

Exactly how does the alann system meet the requirements of the SPDS? Where is the SPDS function hicated in the
control room? Does it meet all the requirements for SPDS as specified in NUREG-0737. Supplement I and
amplified in NUREG-1342 ("A Status Repon Regarding industry implementation of Safety Panuneter Display
Systems," 1989) (Seetion 18.9.2.2.6, p. P18.9-6)?

Response: (Revision 1)

Ourpsilkwewilleregartlan4he4sPDS-in-theAPNUomin4 rainei+41+ san +a+4 hat-revieved4>yal+NR(iforaim
SIL40+r-Advancel Pressurifwl-Water-Reaetor4APWRFin4helate44XnkcThi+pisiti+e,-hstumci+*41erivative+1
I he-S P DS 41esign met i vity4 ha t--Westinglu tu se+uhm it ted4or-N R(ireview-in4 heearly44X4's-and -whiv4Freeviveden
SER4>n 4hetenerie-44-ws-plant +1veilblesign-as44teth4raheSSARr--Our-juwiliotFi*4haNhe4eal4++atFSPDS
iweidly-an hwlietmentapainsuheperfewmanceof-thealarm+ystem+t.TimvMie44aml4Jnit-2-during4h41ardu
1474 4nekkmi-Tht indielmentrus+tipulatedinNUREG4646c uggested4 hat 4w4ter-jerformaneeef 4heebrnFsystems

eouki have4w9Fimd41mingal+TMI-24nekkmi-if-tlie-alann+had4vendetteswganizeddaromul4heewweptw>f
Grn bd4a fet y-4;m+etions)Amd-eanse-*4 t eet-reket kmships-lwasunuv-4+1early-jwesente.f c46ad 4 ewer-alaan s-lven
twesentel4ayyregateand-abstraet-detaiteil-alanns-4*smve-elearly-sl**w-4he-eurtent-overalf+tatevi-4he-plant *
pnwesses)cand+how inato-analog 4ashionetheplant's-pnvesse*41eviating4nmHheir-expeeledaw>rmal+tates-priorr

la reactor-tript

Tilt'Wt%l Nigik mst'A WA R E-Systt9nt-w liii4 F4+-4 helusi+for-il++-A I W M4thtrns systensioes4dL44-d eserwitisme
not ahkm eept ion---The41ser41eha v ior/Daiskus Mak ing-4n. w k4 -4+-4 A4msi+4or-4 he+wganizat h ww>f-4henban
message *r-Thi+mateltn>vides-4he4 napping 4+4heGothwf-Safety 44 met he+-Tl+nmnhes4-alarnsnessages
presented 4o4heolwators-i*-vastly-ralueed4y-usingaspaming-sel4eme -imsesfaitum-4heUsew41elevior/Divisk*>s

Mak ing-n u w ieH i e.vmessages-are4ormo l-4+ answe+4 heapwstion++1a-Figure-4h4 A-p-P4 X4-24 cam 44psued-as
|w 4he44.er41ehavior/DecisioewMakinganak4&arklaheniost4irgent4taywovided4heunwt-salient prestmtationestmee
lased-ug w s-an-usw4ine-pthwitiration-Scheme-4 hat-4+-* gain-primarily-imsed-ufen-4N' "y4mlaneans"-4 User
llehav k ir/De(isiotFMak ing Fmale4.-

The notableswpth>nras-wa+noted4n4he-NRG-reviewa4-4heSILun-is-4he4acNhaum-alarm +ystensis-4a>t-*n
anah>g-presentathm-*ystem-4t4+ binary-Amessageis presented-whene+etp 4nt4+ read +elcoff-or-on-Dmingabe
re v iew-of-4 he-Sl'un,-t he-N RG-noted-4 hat-4 he-control-h uni-CRT-display *r-e lso-4 ms!-uf w m-t he4 hw
Behavior /Deeishm4bking-nuwk4rdki-provhkHhe-analog-presentation 44-4he-J ant-pmees+-+tateaial4s-liighly4

co. w dh mted -w illa healarnFpre.entat iots+4 hat 4 n4umbhut hwet hsalams*ystem-and4 he41isplay+pten4oget her
achieveth4heintent444A4PDSawtuirement+.-Thi+is-4heehjectiveof Westinghemse-wnlHhme-new-g4 ant 4ksigns;
We hel-t haHhe4wptirements44 4k'eurrently-stamlathme lud4it4}evkv+4wvd4nly-examim%le+ parH 4-the4otal
r equirement * 4or4he41e4gn444 hem-M IS-anil imeyn ated 4n nownpletesen+in to 4heeppro[wiate p. wthm+of 4ht41-
MISrw >t-lef t-as--st aml 4*lones leviees--4 ns4uded-hF4 his-overait-i nteg rat h wFe4 fort 4or-t he-A l W 4-ar+4 heSP DS
(Nf MG4644Frequi remem*rt heB y-Pawed 4uwl 4 not erabl+ St at us-I ndicat i. m4ystenH I4egrGuie l+4 rt7K e nd 4hst -
AccidentMmbo@g %v*tenHReycGuklo447h
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Safety Parameter Display System ,

.

'
The following liiformation provides infonnation to address the integration of the Safety Parameter Display System
function in the AP600 main control room.

SSAR Subsection 18.9.2 states that there will not be a stand-alone Safety Parameter Display System (SPDS), and _
that the regulatiiry requirements wiu be met by " integrating" the requirements into the design requirements for the
alarm and display systems.The following explains the approach to meeting the regulatory requirements for a Safety
Parameter Display' System (SPDS) by addressing the requirements' individually and showing how they are met in
the main control nmm design.

Three documents comprise the regulatory requirements for a Safety Parameter Display System.1These are:

1.) NUREG-0696, Functional Criteria for Emergency Response Facilities, Feb.1981,

2.) NUREG-0737-SUP-NI, Clarification .of TMI Action Plan Requirements. Supplement NumberL 1
Rei uirements for Emergency Response Capability, Jan.1983, andl

3.) Generic Letter No. 89-06, TASK ACTION PLAN ITEM't.D.2 - SAFETY PARAMETER DISPLAY
SYSTEM - 10 CFR 50.54(f) April 12,1989.

Supplement I to NUREG-0737 establishes the regulatory requirements for SPDS, therefore NUREG J342 is not
addressed.

The checidist enchised in Generic . Letter 89-06 supersedes, for the regulatory acceptability of an SPDS, the
acceptance criteria established in NUREG-0835, Specific Acceptance Criteria Keyed to NUREG-0696.

.

The functional criteria for SPDS are discussed in Section 5 of NUREG-0696 and the discussion in NUREG4r137.
Supplement I'does not supersede these criteria, but references them.

One of.the criteria found'in Section 5 is the need for human-factors engineering in the design of the SPDS.
Westinghouse intends to reduce the number of individual computerized operator support systems required for the
AP600 control room operators. This will be accomplished by incoqmmting the requirements for the SPDS into the
design requirements for the AP600 M-MIS, specifically in those portions of the system that produce and display the
process abnormality messages (i.e.,rdann messages) and the process graphical Visual Display Unit (VDU) displays.

As noted in Section 4.1.a of NUREG4)737 Supplement 1 "...the principle purpose and function of the SPDS is to
aid the control room personnel during abnonnal and emergency conditions in determining the safety status of the

.

plant and in assessiiig whether abnorrmd conditions warrant corrective action by operators to avoid n~ degraded core.
This can be particularly important during anticipated transients and the initial phase of an accident." Since the main .
intended use is during process abnormalitiesi particularly severe abnonnalities, i.e.i relatively nup occurrences,
human-factors engineering suggests that the operators will find that the use of data acquisition habits acquired and
built during the normal operation of the plant will be the most successful..This suggests that a system in the control
room that'only varies its output during abnonnalities may require a shift in mental focus and in data acquisition

620.48R1-2
W Westinghousei
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habits and subsequent analysis. ' A more effective means for conveying the safety state of the plant is to provide an
environment for nonnal operation that employs the SPDS required principles for data synthesis, concentration and'

display. This environment is operational over the range of plant conditions specified by the SPDS requirements, as
well as during normal operations. This is the AP600 approach to SPDS.

Also, the first paragraph of Section 5.1 of NUREG-0696 statesn".The primary function of the SPDS is to aid the -
- operator in the rapid detection of ahnunnal operation conditions." This metms that the SPDS must be able to aid the
operator in detecting subsequent equipment failures and subsequent process degradation.in and during the context
of terminating and mitigating the consequences of an initial abnonnality.This need for addressing subsequent failures
leads' to an SPDS design that includes the instnnnentation required for the main control room :The operator. ,

interface to the phtnt is improved by integrating SPDS requirements into the overall M-MIS design to avoid the need
for another system that is useful only infrequently,

The following is an item-by-item response to the checklist found in NRC Generic Letter No.' 89-06. The checklist
assumes that the SPDS has been designed, built and in' operation at the plant for some period of time. There are some
items in the checklist that are not applicable. In such instances, the AP600 response is 7Not Applicable *,

1.0 GENERAL DESCRIPTION

1.1 Plant Namet AP600

1.2 WholWhat organization developed the original version of the SPDS software implemented at your site?

Westinghouse

13 If the SPDS software has undergone sigmficant nwdification (i.e,. nwre than 25 percent of software replaced
or nwdified) since original implementation, list the organi:ation performing the " modification:

Not Applicable

1.4 What is the hardware host on which the current SPDS software is implemented?

Westinghouse will evaluate the availabic hardware at the time of phtnt purchase . See Chapter 7 of the
AP600 SS AR.

l.5 flow many total CPUs are accessible by the SPDS software on the computer system described in the
previous question? ,

See Chapter 7 of the AP600 SSAR. The relevant CPUs are'. those that drive or provide data for the ahtrm
system (the Wall Panel infonnation System) and the process graphical displays shown on the workstation
VDUs.

1.6 What is the approximate MIPS rating of all the CPUs cowited above''

1
i

T Westinghouse
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The APMX) M-MIS equipment architecture as shown in Chapter 7 of the APNX1 SSAR is a distributed
network architecture employing an array of layered data highways designed to support through-put of
process data and command instructions. Due to this distributed nature, MIPS is not a meaningtul term,
Sufficient distributed resources will lx: made available to meet system performance requirements. The data
processing requirements are highly distributed, pennitting the AP6tK) M-MIS to take advantage of " parallel
processing". This means that several data processing tasks are donc simultaneously rather than in series, as.
is the case with a centralized computer architecture.

1) SPDS does not run on a single cons;mter system, provide the following infor?tiation for the minority
parameter set provided by a second computer system For example, afrequent occurrence of this case is
where a separate but adjacent computer terminal provides radiological parameters.

The APNX) M-MIS equipment architecture as shown in Chapter 7 of the APNX) SSAR is a distributed
network architecture which does not have a primary or secondary computer. It is task oriented. Different
CPUs do different tasks, providing results to others or to VDUs through the network.

l.7 Afamtfacturer:

See Chapter 7 of the APNN) SS AR.

l.8 Afodel Number:

See Chapter 7 of the APNX) SS AR.

1.4 List parameters provided:
(on the second system)

The distributed equipment architecture of the APNM) M-MIS supports a distributed computing approach to
the alk) cation of computational tasks. The process parameter data base is distributed throughout the System
with no one or even two CPUs containing or holding the entire data base at one time.

1.10 Are significant changes in hardware or software planned in the next two years?

See item l A, above.

2.0 PARAMETER SELECTION

This section is divided into two parts: the safetyfunctions. and the parameters used to depict each safety
function.

2.l List the title of the Plant-specific safetyfunction(s) displayed on your SPDS that is (are) equivalent to the
safetyfunction in Supplement I to NUREG-0737.

620.48Rl-4
W Westinghouse
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The presentation of process data through the abnonnality (alann) messages on the Wall Panel Infonnation
System and through the VDU graphical displays is organized around the five safety functions noted in the
checklist as items 2.1.1 through 2.1.5. The only exception is item 2.1.2, Core Cooling and Heat Removal.
Because the controls and automatic control systems are designed around directly measurabic panuneters such
as RCS temperature. RCS water mass inventory, RCS pressure. RCS eirculation, steam generator water
level, RilR flow, and RilR heat exchanger delt.> temperature, the safety functions will be defined at this
level. Aggregating or synthesizing these into a single function of core cooling and heat removal increases
operator mental work load. For example, il an abnormality which degrades this function occurs, then the
operator must mentally detennine which of the sensed variables, or control loops, must be adjusted in order
to corrcet the problem (an issue of control / display integration - see the opening panigraph of Section 5.0
of the Generic Letter checklist).

The AP600 M-MIS will support the operator activity of situation assessment or process state identification,
at the same level of abstraction as the control devices with which the operators can take corrective action.
There is no core cooling and heat removal switch available on the AP600 workstations, only temperature,
pressure, level, and flow. Westinghouse is lowering the level of abstraction for the presentation of the
process data relative to this safety function. The level of abstraction that Westinghouse is using for
describing the AP600 process functions is the fourth level shown in Fig.18.6-18.

The other safety fonctions have a much closer connection to their sensed / controlled variables and require
fewer of them than does the Core Cooling and lleat Removal function.The mental workload in translating,
interpreting or transfonning degradations in the safety function into procedural or corrective actions is
reduced.

2.2 Parameters Selected to Display Each Safety Function

The purpose of this section is to specif:v a list of parameters used to depict each of thefive safetyfunctions
idcntified in Supplement I to NUREG-0737. Lists of parameters that have beenfound acceptable to NRC
through previous SPDS post-implementation reviews have been provided. Dne list of parameters applies to
pressuri:ed water reactors in general, and the other list a;> plies to boiling water reactors,

The AP600 M. MIS includes the display of the variables that depict each cf the five safety functions as
listed in SSAR Table 7.5-5.

2.3 Detailed Parameter Questions

2.3.l Are containment isolation demand signals input w SPDS (e.g., Pl\R - Phase A!H isolation Demand
Signal...)?

Yes. Enginected safety features actuation signals (reactor trip, safety injection initiation, containment
isolation) are signals that are available for display within the AP600 M-MIS.

2.3.2 Does the SPDS use actual containment isolation valve position as an input to monitor successfulisolation?

W WestinEhouse
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Yes, for all remotely-operated containment isolation valves.

3.0 1.'ISPLAY OF SAFEIT FUNCTIONS

3.1 Does the SPDS provide the status of allfive safetyfunctions on one display page?

Yes.

3.2 Are the individual parameters that support the safetyfunctions grouped by safetyfunction?

Yes.

3.3 is the status of allfive safetyfunctions always displayed on the SPDS?

Yes, using the alarm management system.

4.0 RELIAIILE DISPLAY

4,1 is the SPDS hosted on the same computer system as the plant process computer?

Yes.

1) NO, does the SPDS compulcr receive some of the computer point inputsfrom the process computcr?

Not applicable.

4.2 List location of accessiblete.g., keyboards) devices capable of changing SI'DS data.

The design includes the capability to build password or key-lock accessibility on nearly every patt of the
M-MIS database (see Chapter 7 of the APMXI M-MIS). In addition, the system carries and displays data
quality on each piece of data in the system. The data quality scheme is capable of including a data quality
that is appropriate for " MANUALLY EN'IliRED" data, if needed.

4.3 Are SPDS hardware availability data documented?

No, such data is not available.

4.4 Are the SPDS computer points included in the routine instrument loop surveillance?

Yes. The instruments that are necessary to support the SPDS functions are included in the M-MIS
nudntenance surveillance.

4.5 What percemage of software verification and validation has been completed?

620.48RI-6
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See WCAP-140SO, "AP600 instrumentation and Control Sof tware Description."

4.6 Have changes to the SPDS host computer and software been maintained under afbrmalSoftware| Hardware
Change Request (or cyaivalent) system?

See WCAP-14080. "AP600 Instrumentation and Control Software Description."

4.7 Howfrequen:ly does the SPDS display invalid or erroneous information?

Not Applicable.

4.8 Howfrequendy have any oj the critical safetyfunctions been in afalse alarm condition?

Not Applicable.

4.9 Does the SPDS display valid parameter information during adverse containment conditions?

Yes, for data derived from qualified sensors.

5.0 HUMAN FACTORS

Humanjactors in the context of SPDS design includes the usefidness of the technicalinformation displayed
on the screen to users and their performance during emergency operations. Human factors also includes
display design techniques, such as labeling, display layout, and controlidisplay integration.

Tids section provides a sample of the Iinds of questions to be asked to help determine the degree to which
the SPDS incorporates accepted humanfactors principles.

5.1 Who is the prime user of Ihe SPDS?

SPDS data and data display organization are available to the entire control room staff.

Since the AP600 M-MIS design philosophy is an extension of that dictated by the SPDS requirements,
particularly in the application of human factors, the plant process data organization and techniques of
presentation to each of the users complies with the SPDS requirements. There are anticipated to be some
differences in the abstf action level and plant scope of the data presentations to the Shift Supervisor, Shift
Technical Advisor or Operators.

5.2 Are All SPDS controls located at the SPDS workstation?

Yes.

5.3 is all SPDS-related infbrmation physically displayed such that the infbrmation can clearly be readfrom the
SPDS user's typicalposition?

W WestinEhouse-
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Yes.

5.4 How are SPDS displays accessed?
i

On the workstraion CRTs using a cursor.

S.5 Does the SPDS consistently respond to user comrnands in less than-10 seconds?
,

Yes.

t

5.6 Does the SPDS sampling ratefor parameters match the display update ratefor those parameter?
:

Yes.

5.7 Are allpararneter units of measure displayed on SPDS consistein with the snits of measure included in the
Ernergency Operating Procedures?

Yes.

5.8 Are all parameter labels and abbieviations consistent with'the labels 'and abbreviations' included in the
emergency operating procedures? '

Yes.

5.9 is any of the displayed information in aform that requires transformation or calculation?

No.

!

!

|
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5. l0 Are the high-and low-level setpoints consistent with hard-wired parameter instrwnentation and reactor
protection system setpoints?

Yes, the high- and low level setpoints are consistent with the reactor protection systein setpoints and any
hardwired parameter instrumentation setpoints. The intent is not to have hardwired instrumentation.

5.l i Does SPDS display high and low-level setpoints?

Yes.

5.12 Are the SPDS calculated values such as subcooling margin. consistent alth calculated values on the plant
process compulcr?

Yes.

5.13 Are allparameter units of measure displayed on SPDS consistent with the hard-wired instrumentation?

Yes, see item 5.10.

5.14 Are allparameter labels and abbreviation consistent with hard-wired instrument labels and abbreviations?

Yes, see item 5.10.

5.15 Wcre the technical basisfor software specifications verified with plant-specific data (for example, heat-uj>
and cool-down lindts variable steam generator setpoints and high and low level alarm setpoints)?

Yes.

5.16 List LERs written as a result of SPDS software problems.

Not applicable.

6.0 TRAININil

6.1 Does the sinudator training include training in the use of the SPDS?

Yes.

6.2 How long isformal classroom trainingfor SPDS users?

Since the SPDS requirements are fully integmted into the AP600 control room resources, training along the
lines described in Section 18.9.9 of the AP600 SS AR is tmining that is applicable to the SPDS functions.

W WestinEhouse-
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63 lx there periodic requahfication trainingfor SPDS?

Yes, see SSAR Subsection 18.9.9.

6.4 When are SPDS users given training regarding the relationship of the parameters to the plant safety
f1metionsi'

See item 6.2 above.

7.0 ELECIRICAL ISOLAIl0N

7.1 What isolation devices are currently used?
.

See SSAR Chapter 7.

7.2 Are these devices the same ones that were originally installed and approved by NRC?

Not applicable. '

ilypassed and Inoperable Status Indication
;

The following discussion addresses each of the criteria contained in the four paragraphs of Section C of U. S. Atomic
Energy Commission Regulatory Guide 1.47, Bypassed and Inoperable Status indication for Nuclear Power Plant
Safety Systems, May 1973.

Position C.1 Administrative procedures should be supplemented by a sys' tem that automatically indicates at the
system level the bypass or deliberately' induced inoperability of the protection ~ system and the
systems actuated or controlled by the protection system.

AP600 design: The byptssed or deliberately-induced inoperabilityr f equipment is displayed-in both. theo

abnormality messages of the AP600 M-MIS alann system and in the graphic representations of
equipment state and system functions in the process displays.

There are two aspects of the AP600 M4flS design that. work together to provide this
capability. First, the distributed M-MIS hardware and software architecture is designed so
that data is shared by all users. The intent of this sharing is to improve the coordination
and communication of plant personnel and to' maximize the cost effective ~use of
computational resources within the M-MIS. This means, for example, that within the
AP600 M MIS architecture, the switching and tagging (S&T) center makes available for
use in other workstations the data related to equipment outage due to testing .and
maintenance. This is a general rule, not confined to equipment that is safety related. This
data is then incorporated in the AP60() M-MIS control room displays and alarm messages.

,

620.48RI-10
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Second, the ; general organization of ' data : presentation . (i.e., process; displays and
abnonnality messages) is. based on the concept of plant process functions. This concept

~

is realized in the AP600 M-MIS design process in the form of the Function Based Task j

Analysis. By organizing the presentation of phmt. data around phmt process functions, the
impact of disabled or degraded equipment is.rellected on and linked directly to the
purposes of that equipment. A plant system definitionLdoes not.necessarily reflect the

,

equipment's purpose or it may only represent one of its many parposes. ).

!

The AP600 M-MIS shares data so that change of state in' equipment that is the result of |

the switching and tagging operation is available for use in the displays and the alarm |>

'

messages. The presentation of process data is organized around the concept of plant
process functions so that the operator can better understand the operational consequences
of equipment degmdation, fadlure and reconfiguration. This'is true' for the equipment
monitored by the M-MIS, not just the safety-related equipment;

Position C.2 The indicating system of C.I. above should also be acth;ated automatically by the bypassing:or .,

deliberately induced inoperability of any auxiliary or supporthig system that effectively bypasses
or _ renders; inoperable the protection system and the systems actuated 'or controlled by-the
protection systern.

AP600 design: As noted in the response to C.I., above, this kind'of operation is inherent;in the operation and
perfonnance of the AP600 M-MIS. Changes in the availability of equipment, systems,and system '

purpose are displayed through the alarm system abnormality. messages and the graphical' process
~

,

displays.-

Position C3 Automatic indication in accordance with CJ. and C2. 'above should be provided in the ' ontrol
.

c
'

roomfor each bypass or deliberately induced inoperable status that nu!ets all of thefollowing
conditions:

Renders inoperable any' redundant t ortion of the protection system; systems :i
^

a.
iactuaied or controlled by the protection system, and attrillary or supporting

systems that must be operable for the protection system and the systems it
actuates to perform their safety-relatedfimetions;

b. Is expected to occur trwre frequently than crice per year; and

c; is expected to occur when;the affected system-Is normally; required ~to be-
operable.

AP600 design: AP600 M.M]S design includes instrumentation of the safety-related equipment to a level that meets
these requirements. This is also required in order to meet the Reg. Guide Lt.97.(Post-Accident

"

Monitoring) requirements. For auxiliary, supporting systems and other nonsafety-realted equipment,
manual entry of equipment stateilata into the' AP600 M-MIS will be done at the s' itching andw

!tagging center.

3 Westinghouse4
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Position C.4 Manual capability should exist in the control room to activate cach system level indicator provided
in accordance with C.I. above. |

AP600 design: Since the requirements of C.l., above, are an integral part of the design, operation and performance
of the AP600 M-MIS, there is no separate display or analysis capability to be nmnually activatedy

- The data gathering and display processing necessary to meet this requirement is always operational...

SSAR Revision: NONE
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